
Break new barriers for your business and 
maintain your competitive advantage.
A business "No Cloud" policy, according to Gartner, will soon be as uncommon as a "No 
Internet" policy. As a result of this progress, the demand for qualified Cloud Computing 
workers will rise. Give your organisation a renewed lifeline by championing cloud 
computing through Deviare’s cloud computing courses which  provide leading 
accreditation and skills in AWS, Azure, Google Cloud and DevOps.

OUR TRUSTED PROGRAMME PARTNERS

AWS Cloud Architect

12 Months 5 Courses

16 Tools & Rigorous Curriculum

Master’s Certificate

Explore our Cloud Computing Master's Programmes

Deviare offers cutting-edge course material from world-renowned experts. When you enhance your teams’ skill-set 
with our regionally and internationally recognised modules, you give your staff the direction and support they need to 
streamline the organisation.

Gain expertise in Amazon Web Services (AWS) by mastering 
architectural principles, services and components. Leverage these 
skills to craft and implement scalable, fault tolerant applications, 
and gain proficiency in AWS security and testing with Deviare’s 
applied theoretical and practical learning modules.

Tools Covered:

CLOUD
COMPUTING

+ 9 
MORE

Cloud computing exploded in 2020 and 2021 as work went 
virtual and businesses adapted to the global pandemic by 
focusing on digital services. Undoubtedly, strong adoption and 
expansion will continue in 2022. - Forbes



Enhance your workforce with critical digtial skills.

There can be no digital transformation without the transformation of skills to new and modern 
areas. We know that it takes more than simply staff training to improve a workforce's abilities. 
Deviare’s learning platform provides an adaptable, continuous learning experience with 
effective feedback loops tailored to each individual's needs. Organisations must invest in the 
ongoing development of skills that fulfil technical certification criteria while also covering 
enough of the business environment to be valuable for the organisation.

We provide corporate training in the emerging technologies that are transforming our 
economy. Our Adaptive Learning Platform can curate customised learning while 
accommodating for large candidate volumes.The workforce skills transformation produces an 
applied skill with the appropriate accreditation, where applicable.

Are you looking to up-skill or re-skill your employees so that your organisation can prosper in 
the digital age? Get in touch.

www.deviare.africa

connect@deviare.africa

+27 10 003 1939
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Hurlingham Bryanston
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Cloud Architect

12 Months 12 Courses

31 tools & Rigorous Curriculum

Master’s Certificate

Certification Alignment Silver 
Microsoft Partner & 2 more

Invest in your organisation’s digital future through Deviare’s certified Advanced 
Courses in Cloud Computing.

AWS Developer Associate

4.20 (1369 Ratings) 18K Learners

AWS Solutions Architect

4.40 (4321 Ratings) 14K Learners

AWS SysOps Associate

4.50 (1165 Ratings) 13K Learners

Advance your organisation’s expertise in AWS, Azure and Google 
Cloud Platform.

Enrich your command of AWS, Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud 
Platform with Deviare. Our Cloud Architect Certification Course 
drives excellence in the architectural principles and services of 
leading cloud platforms, and build capacity to produce and deploy 
highly scalable, fault-tolerant applications through our applied 
theoretical and practical learning modules.

Certification Alignment:


